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Executive summary

Nature of the problem

- Most regional watersheds in Europe constitute managed human territories importing large amounts of new reactive nitrogen.
- As a consequence, groundwater, surface freshwater and coastal seawater are undergoing severe nitrogen contamination and/or eutrophication problems.

Approaches

- A comprehensive evaluation of net anthropogenic inputs of reactive nitrogen (NANI) through atmospheric deposition, crop N fixation, fertiliser use and import of food and feed has been carried out for all European watersheds. A database on N, P and Si fluxes delivered at the basin outlets has been assembled.
- A number of modelling approaches based on either statistical regression analysis or mechanistic description of the processes involved in nitrogen transfer and transformations have been developed for relating N inputs to watersheds to outputs into coastal marine ecosystems.

Key findings/state of knowledge

- Throughout Europe, NANI represents 3700 kgN/km²/yr (range, 0–8400 depending on the watershed), i.e. five times the background rate of natural N₂ fixation.
- A mean of approximately 78% of NANI does not reach the basin outlet, but instead is stored (in soils, sediments or ground water) or eliminated to the atmosphere as reactive N forms or as N₂.
- N delivery to the European marine coastal zone totals 810 kgN/km²/yr (range, 200–4000 depending on the watershed), about four times the natural background. In areas of limited availability of silica, these inputs cause harmful algal blooms.

Major uncertainties/challenges

- The exact dimension of anthropogenic N inputs to watersheds is still imperfectly known and requires pursuing monitoring programs and data integration at the international level.
- The exact nature of ‘retention’ processes, which potentially represent a major management lever for reducing N contamination of water resources, is still poorly understood.
- Coastal marine eutrophication depends to a large degree on local morphological and hydrographic conditions as well on estuarine processes, which are also imperfectly known.

Recommendations

- Better control and management of the nitrogen cascade at the watershed scale is required to reduce N contamination of ground- and surface water, as well as coastal eutrophication.
- In spite of the potential of these management measures, there is no choice at the European scale but to reduce the primary inputs of reactive nitrogen to watersheds, through changes in agriculture, human diet and other N flows related to human activity.
13.1 Introduction

A regional territory comprises a number of natural, semi-natural and artificial landscapes, themselves composed of a mosaic of interacting ecosystems. The preceding chapters in this volume have emphasised that the complexity of landscape interactions, often occurring at the interface between ecosystems, prevents a simple additive approach to the functioning of large systems and their nitrogen budget; this is particularly true for regional territories. A regional watershed can be defined as a territory structured by a drainage network. Defining the limits of a territory in accordance with the limits of a watershed simplifies budgeting approaches, as it allows a direct estimate of export through the hydrosystem, which is one of the major output terms in the nitrogen budget. However, this simple matter of budgeting convenience is not the sole reason to focus a discussion of the nitrogen cascade on the scale of regional watersheds. Indeed, drainage networks historically played a major role in structuring the European geographical space, often determining city settlement locations, the commercial exchanges between them and the surrounding rural areas, hence the development of agriculture. Regional watersheds are therefore pertinent spatial units for studying the interactions between humans and the environment. Moreover, the coastal marine systems located at the outlet of regional watersheds are strongly influenced by the fluxes of water and nutrients delivered by the river, so that the whole continuum of ecosystems, including the catchments’ terrestrial systems, the drainage network, the estuarine zone and the coastal sea, should all be viewed and managed as a single integrated system. This is the point of view adopted in the present chapter.

The major European watersheds are shown in Figure 13.1, grouped according to the marine coastal zones where they discharge. The full database of European watersheds used for this study is available as on-line supplementary material (see Supplementary materials, Section 13.7). It includes 5872 individual catchments, most of them very small rivers. The major ones, with an area larger than 10 000 km², account for 67% of the total European coastal watershed area.

Figure 13.1 Major regional watersheds in Europe and their receiving coastal marine systems.
In this chapter, the nitrogen cascade will be examined at the scale of the major watersheds in Europe. The fate of reactive nitrogen brought into these regional territories through atmospheric deposition, synthetic fertiliser application, crop nitrogen fixation and commercial import of food and feed will be discussed at the regional basin scale. Particular emphasis will be placed on the riverine transfer of nitrogen from the terrestrial watershed to ground, surface and marine coastal waters, and on the consequences for the health of the marine systems.

The analysis will be guided by the conceptual representation of nitrogen transfers through the different components of a regional watershed illustrated in Figure 13.2. Although this figure does not show all the complex interactions between the different components of the system, it clearly indicates the major sources of reactive nitrogen, the three major types of nitrogen output (to the atmosphere in its gaseous form, to other territories as food and feed, to the coastal seas as river loading) and the major pools with a long residence time (soils and aquifers) where nitrogen can be stored (and possibly remobilised) within the system.

We will first establish the reactive nitrogen input–output budget of European watersheds and discuss the difference, often improperly termed ‘retention’, between total inputs and riverine outputs to the coastal zone. We then will take stock of the various modelling approaches used at the regional scale for relating nitrogen inputs to riverine outputs. Using both model results and observed fluxes, we will then examine the long-term trends of nitrogen riverine delivery, and its relations with phosphorus and silica, which is the key to understanding their potential for coastal marine eutrophication. The role of estuaries, acting as the last filter before delivery to the sea, will be briefly examined, prior to discussing the state of eutrophication of European coastal zones.

13.2 Input–output nitrogen budgets of regional watersheds

13.2.1 Inputs to watersheds

As depicted in Figure 13.2, reactive nitrogen is brought into watersheds from atmospheric deposition, crop N$_2$ fixation and synthetic fertiliser use, as well as by net commercial import of food and feed. All these terms are estimated at a rather fine geographical resolution scale for the whole of Europe, as discussed by Leip et al. (2011, Chapter 16, this volume). We present here only a short summary of these data.

Data on atmospheric deposition of nitrogen as nitrogen oxides and as ammonium are available from the calculation of the EMEP project. Owing to the much shorter residence time of NH$_3$ than nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere, a large part of deposited reduced nitrogen is short-distance re-deposition of emitted ammonia. Therefore, for the purposes of estimating net input of N to large watersheds, local emissions of ammonium by agricultural sources should be subtracted from deposition figures, or, as often done, only the figures for oxidised nitrogen deposition should be considered. Synthetic fertiliser application rates are calculated from the CAPRI data base, which is fed by the national fertiliser application rate by crop, communicated by EFMA (European Fertilizers Manufacturers Association). Crop N$_2$ fixation is evaluated from the data on legume crop and grassland distribution considering their respective rates of N$_2$ fixation.

As also discussed by Leip et al. (2011, Chapter 16, this volume), net commercial input/output of nitrogen as agricultural goods can be deduced from a budget of food and feed production by agriculture (autotrophy) versus local consumption by human and domestic animals (heterotrophy), both fluxes being expressed in terms of nitrogen.
2010). Urban areas, where food is consumed but not produced, are obviously of dominant heterotrophic status. Rural regions specialised in crop farming and exporting their production to distant markets have an autotrophic status, while those which orient their agricultural activities towards intensive animal farming based on the import of feed from other regions have a heterotrophic status (Figure 13.3).

When applied to European watersheds, this approach shows basins such as the Scheldt or the Po which have a strongly heterotrophic status, while basins such as the Seine or the Somme are highly autotrophic systems (Figure 13.4). Based on agricultural data from the second half of the twentieth century, Figure 13.4 shows the opposite trends in the historical trajectory of two exemplary basins, the Seine and the Scheldt, during the past 50 years: the former, turning towards exclusive cereal farming, become more and more autotrophic, while the latter, specialised in intensive animal husbandry, increased its heterotrophic status. These trends are important from the perspective of the nitrogen cascade, since the dominant source of nitrogen in autotrophic watersheds consists of inorganic fertilisers, while organic forms of nitrogen dominate in the nitrogen inputs to watersheds with heterotrophic status, which modifies the subsequent cascading nitrogen pathways.

Summing up all the atmospheric deposition, fertiliser application and N$_2$ fixation data, as well as the above-calculated net commercial imports (or exports) of nitrogen as food and feed, the net anthropogenic nitrogen input (NANI, Howarth et al., 1996) to each European watershed can be calculated. Expressed per square kilometre, it represents the intensity of anthropogenic disturbance of the N cycle by introduction of reactive nitrogen into the biosphere at the regional basin scale (Figure 13.5). Values range from a few tens of kgN/km$^2$/yr in Scandinavian watersheds, where atmospheric deposition dominates the total, to over 10 000 kgN/km$^2$/yr in watersheds bordering the North Sea, where either fertilisers or commercial imports of feed dominate, depending on their autotrophic or heterotrophic status.

Net total nitrogen inputs (NTNI) to watersheds can also be defined; this differs from NANI by the natural rate of atmospheric nitrogen fixation both by lightening and by biological N$_2$ fixation in the soils of natural ecosystems. In Europe this rate has been evaluated at 1.5–2.5 kgN/ha/yr in Scandinavian forests, 5–25 kgN/ha/yr in temperate forests and 10–35 kgN/ha/yr...
in Mediterranean shrubland, based on the compilation by Cleveland et al. (1999).

13.2.2 Observed riverine nitrogen fluxes at the catchment outlet

A database of nutrient fluxes delivered from large European watersheds at their outlet into estuarine/coastal waters has been assembled as part of NinE activities. The database (available as on-line supplementary material, see Section 13.7) includes recent data on total N, P and Si fluxes. Typically, average values of annual fluxes observed between 1995 and 2005 are recorded. When only inorganic nitrogen data where available, total nitrogen was estimated using the relationship between TN and DIN discussed by Durand et al. (2011, Chapter 6, this volume).

Figure 13.6 summarises the available data. Documented watersheds in the NinE database cover 69% of the total European watershed area. Nitrogen delivery rates range from less than 200 to more than 4,000 kgN/km²/yr.

Total nitrogen fluxes exported from small watersheds may be even higher, with values over 10,000 kgN/km²/yr. Figure 13.7 shows that values higher than 2,000 kgN/km²/yr are always associated with the presence of agriculture as a major share of land use in the catchment, although the exported nitrogen fluxes from watersheds with the same percentage of agricultural land may vary greatly, reflecting differences in agricultural practices (including the proportion of low-intensity grazing) as well as climatic and hydrological conditions.

13.2.3 Overall ‘retention’ within regional watersheds

Comparing the data in Figures 13.5 and 13.6 immediately shows that only a limited fraction of the total anthropogenic inputs of nitrogen to watersheds is actually exported by the river to the coastal zone. Although misleading, the term ‘retention’ is used extensively in the literature to designate all the processes preventing nitrogen load (i.e. NTNI) to a watershed being transferred to the outlet of the drainage network (Dillon et al., 1990; Howarth et al., 1996; Windolf et al., 1996; Arheimer, 1998; Lepistö et al., 2001). It accounts for the net effect of various biogeochemical processes responsible for temporary or permanent N removal from the water phase (such as biological uptake and biomass production, sedimentation and denitrification) or N removal from the land phase (such as gaseous losses by denitrification and nitrification, volatilisation and N storage in permanent vegetation, soils and groundwater).

Howarth et al. (1996, 2006), Boyer et al. (2002) and Alexander et al. (2002) showed that the flux of nitrogen exported by North American and Western European watersheds, over a background export of 107 kgN/km²/yr, accounts for a mean 26% of net anthropogenic nitrogen inputs (NANI), implying that 74% of the anthropogenically introduced nitrogen is retained or eliminated in the watershed. The data gathered in the NinE database allow testing this empirical relationships for the European watersheds for which an estimate of N delivery at the outlet is available (Figure 13.8a). Apparent retention, expressed as the fraction of NANI, varies from 90 to 50%, with a mean value of 82%. The regression of N delivery versus NANI is, however, highly significant:

\[ \text{Nflx (kgN/km}^2/\text{yr)} = 0.18 \times \text{NANI (kgN/km}^2/\text{yr)} + 228 \quad r^2=0.58. \]  

(13.1)

The modelled background nitrogen export of 228 kgN/km²/yr, although burdened with substantial uncertainty...
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(± 100 kgN/km²/yr), agrees well with the experimental data from the boreal zone (Mattsson et al., 2003; Kortelainen et al., 2006; see below).

Looking further to the variability of the retention factor, Howarth et al. (2006) found that it could be correlated with a simple climate variable such as precipitation or discharge (Q), with retention decreasing from 95% to 40% of total NANI when the specific discharge increases from 100 to 800 mm/yr in North American watersheds. The even more pronounced effect of specific discharge on N retention was also underlined by Behrendt and Opitz (2000) and Billen et al. (2009b). A sigmoid relationship of runoff has been proposed by Billen et al. (2010) for world watersheds. From the data presented in Figure 13.8a, no clear relationship of retention with specific runoff emerges, which could explain the variability observed around relation (13.1), although a trend around a sigmoid relationship of discharge is observed when the data are grouped into Scandinavian, temperate or Mediterranean river systems (Figure 13.8b). Other factors such as variability in temperature- and soil moisture-induced biogeochemical processes in watershed soils are likely to play a role as well. The presence of lakes and their location in the watershed with respect to the outlet are also important factors contributing to overall retention (Arheimer and Brandt, 1998; Lepistö et al., 2006).

On the basis of relationship (13.1), it is possible to use the distributed data on NANI (Figure 13.5) to calculate the most likely value of riverine-specific nitrogen delivery by undocumented European watersheds, thus interpolating the observed data of Figure 13.6. The overall nitrogen riverine delivery and retention for the watersheds of the major coastal areas of Europe calculated on this basis are summarised in Table 13.1.

According to this analysis, the total flux of nitrogen discharged by rivers into European coastal waters is 4,760 ktonN/yr, accounting for 22% of the total amount of new nitrogen brought by anthropogenic processes to the corresponding watersheds (21,550 ktonN/yr).

Although sizeable uncertainties affect these estimations, they clearly show the extreme perturbation of the N cycle in most European watersheds. They also stress that water resources contamination is only one of many important pathways of the cascade followed by anthropogenic nitrogen introduced into regional watersheds. Understanding and predicting the relation between N-related human activities in a watershed and the amount of N transferred by the hydrosystem is therefore a key scientific question. It is also a major management issue, as many measures can potentially act on retention processes.
13.3 Modelling N fluxes through watersheds

13.3.1 Point and diffuse sources of nitrogen to the hydrosystem

The above NANI approach is based on a pure black-box input–output budget of the watershed as a whole. It quantifies the overall retention without identifying the processes responsible for it. In particular, it does not distinguish between terrestrial and aquatic processes of nitrogen retention and makes no difference between the pathways through which nitrogen inputs are introduced to the hydrosystem, either as diffuse processes on the terrestrial watershed or as discrete point injection directly into the drainage network (Figure 13.9). This distinction between diffuse and point sources of nitrogen is important because different retention processes act on each of them: landscape processes including storage in soil organic matter or biomass pools, soil denitrification or ammonia volatilisation, storage in deep aquifers, etc., act on diffuse sources of nitrogen. In-stream processes, including river bed denitrification or sediment storage, act on point sources and on diffuse sources after the action of landscape processes.

Identifying and quantifying the various pathways of nitrogen contamination of and transformation in hydrosystems is therefore of prime importance for understanding the nitrogen cascade at the regional scale. Various models have been developed for this purpose and will be briefly described in the following section. To implement them, detailed data on point and non-point sources of nutrients to the hydrosystem are required. As far as point sources of nitrogen from urban wastewater are concerned, a detailed inventory is available at the European scale, thanks to the efforts of the CEC within the implementation of the Water Framework Directive (Bouraoui et al., 2008). The geographical pattern shown (Figure 13.10) closely follows the distribution of large cities across Europe, with the transversal dorsal of rich cities extending from Birmingham to Milan (“The Blue Banana’, Brunet, 2002).

The definition of diffuse sources depends considerably on the particular model used, as will be shown below.

13.3.2 A typology of models for regional watershed N transfers

A large number of models have been used for quantifying nutrient transport and retention at the regional river-basin scale, which relies on a wide range of different assumptions and different methods for the description of nutrient sources, catchment characteristics and the physical and biogeochemical processes involved. Table 13.2 lists a number of such models, with their general basic equations and principles, their required input data and a list of watersheds where they have been applied.

All models have been validated in diverse catchment areas and all are capable of satisfactorily predicting nutrient export from land use and point inputs, but they differ in the system boundaries, their spatial resolution, the complexity of their representation of the processes and their temporal resolution.

A first difference lies in the definition of the system modeled: some models work with the drainage network only; others encompass the entire watershed, including part or all of the soil and groundwater landscape components as well. This difference implies different ways of defining the diffuse sources of nitrogen and of dealing with the nitrogen dynamics in the soil–plant system above the root zone (plant growth, mineralisation, immobilisation, denitrification, etc.). For instance, many models, such as N-exret and RivR-N, are typically drainage
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Table 13.1 Overall nitrogen input, riverine delivery and percentage retention for the watershed of the major European coastal areas. (The documented area represents the percentage total watershed area for which observed data of nitrogen delivery are available; relationship (13.1) with NANI is used for the undocumented areas, then the overall specific delivery is calculated for the whole coastal zone watershed area.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basin area km²</th>
<th>Documented %</th>
<th>Specific delivery (weighted average) kgN/km²/yr</th>
<th>Net input (NANI) ktonN/yr</th>
<th>Total delivery ktonN/yr</th>
<th>Retention of NANI %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway &amp; Finland Arctic coast</td>
<td>122,929</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW Norway coast</td>
<td>132,905</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Sea</td>
<td>281,927</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Sweden coast</td>
<td>83,974</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bothian Sea</td>
<td>499,488</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of Finland</td>
<td>421,306</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>872</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of Riga</td>
<td>137,846</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Baltic and Belt area</td>
<td>506,045</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>2720</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Norway coast</td>
<td>47,135</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagerak &amp; Kattegat</td>
<td>196,115</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadden Seas &amp; W Danish coast</td>
<td>447,931</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>1201</td>
<td>3392</td>
<td>904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seine Bight – Belgian coast fringe</td>
<td>129,219</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E English &amp; Scottish coast</td>
<td>115,361</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany</td>
<td>34,356</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2667</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscay Bay</td>
<td>267,545</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese &amp; W Spanish coasts</td>
<td>370,252</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>1202</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Scottish, Irish &amp; Welsh coasts</td>
<td>134,597</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Welsh &amp; English Coast</td>
<td>18,569</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Sea</td>
<td>42,638</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Spanish coast</td>
<td>42,440</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyon Gulf</td>
<td>305,052</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>1135</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrenian Sea</td>
<td>74,650</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td>13,433</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionian Sea</td>
<td>61,775</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea</td>
<td>237,711</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>1148</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea</td>
<td>155,260</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Black Sea coast</td>
<td>991,235</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>4317</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5,868,102</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>21,550</td>
<td>4761</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

network models which define diffuse inputs of nutrients on the basis of an export coefficient approach, i.e. by associating an empirically determined mean annual nitrogen flux of nutrients to the watershed’s different land use classes, without taking into account specific internal soil processes. The Seneque/Riverstrahler model uses a similar approach, except that the mean annual concentrations of surface and base flow runoff are associated with land use/lithologic classes, these concentrations being either empirically defined or from offline runs of plant–soil models at the plot or landscape scales, as described by Cellier et al. (2011, Chapter 11, this volume). Full watershed models, such as Swat, Inca, Green or EveNFlow, fully integrate a description of the processes occurring in the top soil-plant system and define diffuse sources as the inputs.
to soil as atmospheric deposition, biological nitrogen fixation, inorganic fertiliser and manure application. The complexity in the description of soil nutrient dynamics varies considerably, however, between these models, from simple regression relationships (e.g. Green) to detailed process modelling (e.g. Swat). Other models, such as Sparrow, Polflow and Moneris, define diffuse sources as the soil nitrogen surplus, i.e. the difference between total inputs to soil and outputs as crop yield, which is assumed to be directly transferred to the hydrosystem.

The spatial resolution also differs widely between the models. Lumped approaches do not consider any spatial distribution of sources and sinks within the watershed; fully distributed models, on the other hand, account for the spatial variability of processes, nutrient inputs and watershed characteristics. The latter obviously require high-resolution spatial referencing of all constraint data, which might be difficult to obtain for large regional applications. Semi-distributed models illustrate the intermediate case where sub-basins are divided into uniform units (e.g. in terms of land use or vegetation zones) as in the Green or Swat models, or a drainage network into a regular scheme of confluence of tributaries with mean characteristics by stream-order as in the Riverstrahler approach. Most often, depending on data availability and spatial resolution, models may compromise between fully distributed and totally lumped methods, also adapting to the level of process-description details.

Indeed, another major difference between models lies in the complexity of their representation of the processes affecting the nitrogen transfer and transformations, ranging from a very simplified to an extremely complex description. Statistical regression models, such as Green, Sparrow and Polflow, consist in simple correlations of stream monitoring data with watershed sources and landscape properties and provide empirical estimates of nutrient stream export, based on a few explanatory...
variables or predictors. The low data and time requirements of such methods explain their popularity for modelling nutrient fate in large river basins. Nevertheless, as soon as forecasting, i.e. explaining and describing the evolution over time of nutrient export and its dependence on the several controlling factors, is needed, mathematical models should be used for mechanistically describing the physical and biogeochemical underlying processes, as in the Inca, Swat and Seneque/Riverstrahler approaches. Owing to their very detailed deterministic description of the processes, these models reduce site specificity to generically explain nutrient transfers with no or minimal need for calibration, hence providing a true understanding of the mechanisms involved. However, the intensive data requirement of such approaches leads to hybrid methods based on empirical relations for quantifying processes whose interactions are mechanistically expressed.

While most regression models only predict mean annual nutrient fluxes, mechanistic models such as Swat, Inca and Seneque/Riverstrahler necessarily take into account seasonal patterns and provide inter-annually and seasonally variable flux and concentration results, which might be of prime importance for assessing the effect on receiving marine ecosystems.

Finally, the models may differ in terms of the variables described, either total N or the different chemical (organic and mineral, dissolved or particulate) forms, and possibly other nutrients such as P and Si.

13.3.3 Comparison of different modelling approaches (EUROHARP)

As illustrated above, a large range of modelling approaches of the nitrogen cascade in large watersheds are available, each of them corresponding to a specific objective and perspective. The EUROHARP project (Kronvang et al., 2009) aimed at providing a broad range of end-users with unbiased guidance for an appropriate choice of model to satisfy existing European requirements on harmonisation, reliability and transparency for quantifying diffuse nutrient losses. It focused on diffuse nutrient losses, nitrogen and phosphorus in particular, from agricultural land to surface freshwater systems and coastal waters, to help end-users implement the Water Framework Directive and the Nitrate Directive. Nine different models were applied to 17 catchments in Europe covering a broad range of climatic, pedologic and farming practices gradients. The models were selected by each participant in the project as one of the official models being used in assessing nutrient losses to surface waters. The models selected included Moneris (Behrendt et al., 2002), Swat (Neitsch et al., 2001) and TRK/HBV-NP (Brandt and Ejhed, 2002) (see Table 13.2), among others. The models are fully described in Schouman et al. (2003) and vary from simple loading functions to complex fully distributed mechanistic models. All models were applied to three core catchments, located in the UK, Italy and Norway, in order to fully investigate the similarities and differences in the various approaches not only in estimating the losses, but also in assessing the contribution of different pathways of losses, nutrient turnover, etc. At least four of the models were applied to each of the 14 remaining catchments in order to test their applicability.

Overall it was concluded that no single model appeared consistently superior in terms of its performance across all three core catchments. Indeed, according to the output variable considered, depending on the goodness of fit of the test used, the models ranked differently on the three core catchments.

The largest variations between model predictions (largest standard deviations) were found for the three Mediterranean catchments mostly due to the limited data availability when...
Table 13.2  A summarised description of a sample of models for nutrient transport and retention at the scale of regional watersheds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model and authors N_EXRET</th>
<th>Geographical resolution</th>
<th>Required input data</th>
<th>Basic equation(s)/principle(s) for nutrient transfer representation</th>
<th>temporal resolution</th>
<th>variables</th>
<th>Watersheds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lepistö et al., 2001, 2006</td>
<td>Distributed drainage network model (1x1 km grid cells)</td>
<td>Point emissions, distributed land use, drainage network morphology</td>
<td>N export coefficient by land use class; in-stream and riparian retention parameterised</td>
<td>Annual mean</td>
<td>Total N</td>
<td>All Finnish watersheds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global-NEWS models</strong> Dumont et al., 2005 Seitzinger et al., 2009 Mayorga et al., 2010</td>
<td>Lumped full watershed models</td>
<td>Land use, runoff, lake and reservoirs (dam) area, point emissions (PS), diffuse sources (DS) (fertiliser and manure application, atm. deposition, biological N₂ fixation, minus N in crops and grass removed from land)</td>
<td>Nutrient outlet load = ( \alpha. f(WA, RA, IR). [DS \cdot \beta. f(Roff ) + PS] )</td>
<td>Annual mean</td>
<td>DIN, DON, PON</td>
<td>All world watersheds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green</strong> Grizzetti et al., 2005, 2008 Bouraoui et al., 2009</td>
<td>Semi-distributed (lumped by sub-basins)</td>
<td>Land use, rainfall, drainage network morphology (length, lake area), point emissions (PS), diffuse sources (DS) (fertiliser and manure application, atm. deposition, biological N₂ fixation)</td>
<td>Nutrient outlet load = ( \alpha. f(L, Area). [DS \cdot \beta. f(R) + (PS + UL)] )</td>
<td>Annual mean</td>
<td>Total N total P</td>
<td>All European basins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moneris</strong> Behrendt, 2002</td>
<td>Lumped watershed model</td>
<td>Land use including tile drained areas Runoff divided into several pathways Point emissions (PS) Diffuse sources (DF) defined as soil N surplus</td>
<td>Nutrient outlet load = ( \sum_{\text{different pathways}} \alpha. f(\text{residence time}). [DS + PS] ) where as are ( \alpha_{\text{prei}} ) calibrated retention parameters</td>
<td>Mean annual</td>
<td>Total N total P</td>
<td>German river basins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model and authors</td>
<td>Geographical resolution</td>
<td>Required input data</td>
<td>Basic equation(s)/principle(s) for nutrient transfer representation</td>
<td>temporal resolution variables</td>
<td>Watersheds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polflow De Wit, 2001</td>
<td>Distributed full watershed model (regular grid cells)</td>
<td>Runoff and aquifer residence times, basin topography, soil &amp; aquifer types, Point sources (PS) Diffuse sources (DF) defined as soil N surplus for each grid cell</td>
<td>Nutrient load at grid cell ( x = \alpha (\text{slope}) \left[ DS(x)(\beta + (PS(x)+UL(x))) \right] ) where ( \alpha ) and ( \beta ) are calibrated in-stream and watershed retention parameters In-stream N retention depends on slope and runoff Watershed retention depends on soil type and residence time in aquifers Denitrification in groundwater: regression on residence times and infiltration. UL is the upstream load.</td>
<td>Mean annual</td>
<td>Total N total P Rhine, Elbe, Norrström</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparrow Smith et al., 1997, Preston and Brakebill 1999, Alexander et al., 2000, 2001</td>
<td>Semi-distributed full watershed model (sub-basin structure based on monitored reaches)</td>
<td>Basin characteristics (air temperature, precipitation, land-surface slope, soil permeability, stream density, and wetland area) and drainage network characteristics (discharge, time of travel), discharge data Point sources (PS) Diffuse sources (DF) defined as fertilisers and manure application, nonagricultural runoff and atm. deposition</td>
<td>Nutrient load in each reach ( x = \alpha (cz, tt). \left[ DS(x)(\beta + (PS(x)+ \Sigma UL(x))) \right] ) where ( \alpha ) and ( \beta ) are calibrated in-stream and watershed retention parameters In-stream N retention depends on channel size (cz) and time of travel (tt) (first-order kinetics) Watershed retention depends on basin characteristics. UL is the upstream load.</td>
<td>Mean annual</td>
<td>Total N total P Major US watersheds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inca Whitehead et al., 1998 Wade et al., 2002a andb</td>
<td>Distributed full watershed model</td>
<td>Daily meteorological and hydrological series, basin characteristics, point inputs, land use, growing seasons of crops, diffuse emissions (included fertilisers and livestock)</td>
<td>Detailed mechanistic approach: * differential equations for describing losses in plant/soil system and instream processes (nitrification, denitrification, sediment dynamics, biological uptake); * reaction rates are calibrated.</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>NO(_3), NH(_4), PO(_4) English rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swat Arnold et al., 1998, 1999 Neitsch et al., 2001, 2005</td>
<td>Semi-distributed full watershed model</td>
<td>Meteorological data, topographic slope, soils, land use, nutrient emissions, agricultural management strategies</td>
<td>Mechanistic description of water, nutrient and pesticide routing and transformation in the watershed; mixing equations and simple parametric relationships for drainage network processes</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>NO(_3), NH(_4), disspartorgN Many watersheds in Europe and America</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riverstrahler/Sénéque Billen et al., 1994, Garnier et al., 1995, 2002, Ruelland et al., 2007 Thieuet al., 2009</td>
<td>Semi-distributed (Riverstrahler) or fully distributed (Sénéque) drainage network model</td>
<td>Meteorological data, drainage network morphology, point emissions, land use, nutrient concentrations of superficial and base flow to streams for each land use class.</td>
<td>Kinetic formulation for each process describing the in-stream dynamics of nutrients, phytoplankton, zooplankton, bacteria (Rive model)</td>
<td>10-Day periods</td>
<td>NO(_3), NH(_4), disspartorg N P, Si, orgC, phyto/zooplankton, bacteria Seine, Somme, Scheldt, Mosel, Danube, Kalix, Lule, Red rivers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13.3  Budget of nitrogen to the basins of a number of rivers as calculated by the MONERIS Model for the 2001–2005 period (Behrendt et al., unpublished data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kgN/km²/yr (%)</th>
<th>Danube</th>
<th>Rhine</th>
<th>Weser</th>
<th>Elbe</th>
<th>Odra</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input to land (before landscape retention)</td>
<td>2080</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>5390</td>
<td>3810</td>
<td>2840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from fertilisers and manure</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>2660</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from atmospheric deposition</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>1740</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>1410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape retention</td>
<td>1490</td>
<td>3010</td>
<td>4030</td>
<td>2740</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diffuse sources (after landscape retention)</td>
<td>590 (70)</td>
<td>1390 (76)</td>
<td>1360 (87)</td>
<td>1070 (78)</td>
<td>740 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>background</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from fertilisers and manure</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from atmospheric deposition</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>740</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point sources</td>
<td>250 (30)</td>
<td>450 (24)</td>
<td>210 (13)</td>
<td>310 (22)</td>
<td>190 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total inputs to hydro system</strong></td>
<td>840 (100)</td>
<td>1840 (100)</td>
<td>1570 (100)</td>
<td>1380 (100)</td>
<td>930 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery at outlet</td>
<td>560 (67)</td>
<td>1490 (81)</td>
<td>1300 (83)</td>
<td>920 (67)</td>
<td>400 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-stream retention</td>
<td>280 (33)</td>
<td>350 (19)</td>
<td>270 (17)</td>
<td>460 (33)</td>
<td>530 (57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 13.4  Nitrogen budget for three large European watersheds under wet and dry hydrological conditions, calculated by the Riverstrahler model (Trifu-Raducu, 2002; Thieu et al., 2009)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kgN/km²/yr (%)</th>
<th>Danube</th>
<th>Seine</th>
<th>Scheldt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diffuse sources</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993 (dry)</td>
<td>966</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996 (wet)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3905</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total inputs</strong></td>
<td>1247 (100)</td>
<td>1360 (100)</td>
<td>2566 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery at outlet</td>
<td>474 (38)</td>
<td>667 (49)</td>
<td>1378 (54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater storage</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>356 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian retention</td>
<td>273 (22)</td>
<td>312 (23)</td>
<td>524 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-stream retention</td>
<td>492 (39)</td>
<td>367 (27)</td>
<td>185 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir retention</td>
<td>8 (0.6)</td>
<td>14 (1)</td>
<td>13 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

compared to the other catchments. Another critical factor affecting model results in these catchments was the model formulation, since in general most models were not developed to cover the Mediterranean regions typically characterised by nonpermanent flow, high rainfall intensity, etc. A similar limitation was found in the Norwegian catchments where none of the models considered frozen soils.

The EUROHARP project highlighted that one of the major sources of discrepancy between the models is the quantification of the retention process. As most models are based on a mass balance approach, in order to accurately quantify the export of nitrogen at the catchment outlet, the models tended to adjust river retention accordingly, resulting in differences in retention estimates larger than one order of magnitude. It is important to note that even if most models did reproduce water and nutrient losses at the outlet reasonably well, the pathways of losses differed considerably between the models. To increase the reliability of the prediction of diffuse losses, it is suggested to scrutinise the internal processes and pathways simulated by the models whenever possible. The overall conclusion was that the selection of the best model for N loss estimation should be made on a case-by-case basis depending on the catchment type, the purpose of the application, data availability, model limitations, expertise, etc. The parallel use of several models should always be recommended.

13.3.4 Environmental controls of N retention processes

As explained in the above discussion, different models provide different visions of the nature and quantitative importance of retention processes. It is possible, however, to draw a number of general conclusions from the results of various models. Of particular interest in this respect are the results of those models which provide a detailed estimation of different pathways of nitrogen transfer through the watershed and the drainage network, and the corresponding retention. Examples of such results are presented in Tables 13.3 and 13.4, respectively from the Moneris model (a lumped, annual, calibrated model) and the Sénéque model (a distributed, seasonal, mechanistic model).
The effect of nitrogen delivery on the coastal zone is highly dependent on the accompanying fluxes of the other nutrients required for the development of marine phytoplankton, particularly phosphorus and silica. For this reason, P and Si delivery rates were also gathered in the database established in the scope of the ENA (Figure 13.12). Table 13.5 summarises the data grouped according to the main coastal marine receiving areas. These are inter-annual average values, and it must be stated again that annual fluxes at the outlet of a regional basin can vary within a factor of two between a dry and a wet hydrological year. Moreover, since not all basins in each coastal zone watershed are documented, missing information has been obtained by extrapolation from nearby documented areas. The figures in Table 13.5 should therefore be considered rough estimates.

### 13.4.2 The potential for coastal eutrophication (ICEP)

It is now well recognised that the basic cause of coastal eutrophication is related not only to the general nutrient enrichment of the marine system, but also to the imbalance in the delivery of nitrogen (and phosphorus) with respect to silica. Indeed, many authors (Officer and Ryther, 1980; Conley et al., 1993; Conley, 1999; Turner and Rabalais, 1994; Justic et al., 1995; Billen and Garnier, 1997, 2007; Turner et al., 1998; Cugier et al., 2005) have shown that coastal eutrophication is the consequence of excess nitrogen and phosphorus delivery with respect to silica, in relation to the requirements of diatom growth. They underlined that coastal enrichment with nutrients brought in proportion of the Redfield ratios (Redfield et al., 1963), characterising the requirement of diatom growth, seldom causes problems, but, on the contrary, stimulates a healthy and productive food web, as is the case in upwelling areas where new planktonic primary production is mostly ensured by diatoms, while non-siliceous algae are restricted to regenerated production. By contrast, coastal eutrophication problems are the manifestation of new production of non-siliceous algae sustained by external inputs of nitrogen and phosphorus brought in excess over silica, thus in conditions where diatom growth is limited. Based on this view of coastal eutrophication, Billen and Garnier (2007) developed an indicator of coastal eutrophication potential (ICEP) of riverine nutrient inputs. This represents the carbon biomass potentially produced in the receiving coastal water body through new production sustained by the flux of nitrogen or phosphorus (depending on which one is limiting with respect to the other) delivered in excess over silica. For the purposes of a river-to-river comparison, it is expressed by unit of watershed area, in kgC km²/day. It can be calculated by the following relationships (based on the Redfield molar C:N:P:Si ratios 106:16:1:20):

\[
\text{N-ICEP} = \left(\frac{\text{NFlx}}{14*16} - \frac{\text{SiFlx}}{(28*20)}\right) \times 106 \times 12 \\
\text{if N/P < 16 (N limiting)}
\]

\[
\text{P-ICEP} = \left(\frac{\text{PFlx}}{31} - \frac{\text{SiFlx}}{(28*20)}\right) \times 106 \times 12 \\
\text{if N/P > 16 (P limiting)}
\]

### 13.4.1 The present situation

The level of nitrogen surface water contamination as revealed by the N delivery at the outlet of the major regional watersheds of Europe is depicted in Figure 13.6 above. Delivery rates are at least twice the background value in most of Europe except in the Scandinavian areas, and rates more than ten times the background are not unusual. This reflects a severe level of surface and groundwater contamination, which is described and discussed in Grizzetti et al., 2011 (Chapter 17 this volume).

The total flux of nitrogen delivered to the sea along the EU27 coasts can be estimated at 4.8 TgN/yr of which 4.3 TgN/yr comes from EU27 (4 171 851 km² watershed) and 0.5 TgN/yr from outside EU27 (449 085 km²). This rate of N delivery is nearly five times the estimated natural background (0.98 TgN/yr).

---

**Figure 13.11** In-stream N retention (%) as a function of the percentage lake area in the watershed for 30 Finnish river systems (data from Lepistö et al., 2006).

These models show the significance of processes occurring in the watershed's upper soil layers, in the unsaturated zone and in the riparian wetlands for eliminating or storing nitrogen surplus from agricultural soil. Conversely, tile drainage, which puts agricultural soils in large areas in Europe (including Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, the Baltic countries, Poland and Germany), accelerates nitrogen transfer to surface water.

In-stream retention largely depends on the residence time of water masses through the drainage network and is therefore dependent on both the specific runoff and the presence of lakes and ponds (Figure 13.11).

### 13.4 N, P and Si delivery from watersheds

#### 13.4.1 The present situation

The level of nitrogen surface water contamination as revealed by the N delivery at the outlet of the major regional watersheds of Europe is depicted in Figure 13.6 above. Delivery rates are at least twice the background value in most of Europe except in the Scandinavian areas, and rates more than ten times the background are not unusual. This reflects a severe level of surface and groundwater contamination, which is described and discussed in Grizzetti et al., 2011 (Chapter 17 this volume).

The total flux of nitrogen delivered to the sea along the EU27 coasts can be estimated at 4.8 TgN/yr of which 4.3 TgN/yr comes from EU27 (4 171 851 km² watershed) and 0.5 TgN/yr from outside EU27 (449 085 km²). This rate of N delivery is nearly five times the estimated natural background (0.98 TgN/yr).
where \( P_{Flx}, N_{Flx} \) and \( Si_{Flx} \) are, respectively, the mean specific fluxes of total nitrogen, total phosphorus and dissolved silica delivered at the outlet of the river basin, expressed in \( \text{kgP/km}^2/\text{day} \), in \( \text{kgN/km}^2/\text{day} \) and in \( \text{kgSi/km}^2/\text{day} \).

A negative ICEP value indicates that silica is present in excess over the limiting nutrient (among nitrogen and phosphorus) and thus characterises the absence of eutrophication problems. Positive values indicate an excess of nitrogen or phosphorus over the potential for diatom growth, thus a condition for harmful non-siliceous algae development. As defined, the ICEP does not take into account the particular conditions determining the response of the coastal zone into which the river is discharging, but simply represents the potential impact of the riverine fluxes.

According to the \( N/P \) ratio of nutrient loading, \( N \) or \( P \) is the potential limiting nutrient. The ICEP should theoretically be calculated with respect to this nutrient. However, even in the case where \( P \) is limiting, a large excess of nitrogen with respect to silica is probably a risk for coastal eutrophication. This is because \( P \) is rapidly recycled in the marine environment, so

**Figure 13.12** Available observed data on total \( P \) (a) and \( Si \) (b) delivery by European watersheds (see Figure 13.6 and supplementary material for references).
Nitrogen flows from European regional watersheds

Table 13.5  Average specific fluxes of N, P and Si delivered by rivers into the different European coastal areas (P and Si flux values in italics and in brackets are educated guesses for undocumented areas). Corresponding Indicator of Coastal Eutrophication Potential (Billen and Garnier, 2007), calculated as the C equivalent of either N (N-ICEP) or P (P-ICEP) brought in excess of Si with respect to the requirements of diatom growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Weighted average river loading</th>
<th>ICEP (N)</th>
<th>ICEP (P)</th>
<th>Limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kgN/km²/yr</td>
<td>kgP/km²/yr</td>
<td>kgSi/km²/yr</td>
<td>mgC/km²/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway &amp; Finland Arctic coast</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>–2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NW Norway coast</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>–2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Sea</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>(4.5)</td>
<td>(900)</td>
<td>–1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltic Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE Sweden Coast</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bothian Sea</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>860</td>
<td>–2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of Finland</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf of Riga</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Baltic and Belt area</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Norway coast</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>–3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skagerak &amp; Kattegat</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadden seas &amp; W Danish coast</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1158</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seine Bight – Belgian coast fringe</td>
<td>2024</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E English &amp; Scottish coast</td>
<td>1502</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic ocean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany</td>
<td>2667</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>858</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biscay Bay</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portuguese &amp; W Spanish coast</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Scottish, Irish &amp; Welsh coast</td>
<td>1386</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>(1250)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Welsh and English coast</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>(1250)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish Sea</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Spanish coast</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>(30)</td>
<td>(485)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyon Gulf</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrrhenian Sea</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>(25)</td>
<td>(800)</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ionian Sea</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adriatic Sea</td>
<td>1191</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>2130</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean Sea</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>–0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Sea</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Black Sea coast</td>
<td>782</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that P limitation might not be effective as long as high nitrogen concentrations are available. Moreover, there is evidence that toxin production by non-siliceous as well as siliceous algae is enhanced in high nitrogen concentrations (Murata et al., 2006). An additional reason for considering the N-ICEP even in situations where the N/P ratio is above the Redfield ratio is that excess N not used in a coastal zone is likely to be exported to adjacent areas where it might cause eutrophication problems.

For the European rivers for which N, P and Si loading are documented the (N-and P-) ICEPs have been calculated (Figure 13.13). The mean values extrapolated to all European coastal areas are summarised in Table 13.5.

Figure 13.13 clearly shows that excess N or P delivery with respect to silica is widespread in Europe, with the exception of northern Scandinavia. In most of Europe, nitrogen excess is much more pronounced than phosphorus excess; the reverse is true only in the southern part of the Balkan peninsula,
where specific phosphorus delivery is still very high (see Figure 13.12).

13.4.3 Historical trends
The land- and waterscape of Europe is the heritage of millennia of a complex human history which modified the land cover as well as the river morphology and hydrology. For a number of watersheds, retrospective studies have reconstructed past trends of nutrient inputs, transfer and delivery to the coastal sea in response to changes in the constraints imposed by human society, using both historical records and modelling approaches (Andersson and Arheimer, 2003, for Swedish rivers; Behrendt et al., 2002, for the Odra and Danube; Billen et al., 2005, for the Scheldt basin; Billen et al., 2007, for the Seine basin; Stalnacke et al., 2003, for Latvian rivers). Such historical studies allow assessing the present degree of perturbation of European watersheds with respect to either pristine or historical situations. They are also particularly useful

Figure 13.13 Calculated values of N-ICEP (upper panel) and P-ICEP (lower panel) at the outlet of European watersheds.
to examine the time lag involved in the response of compartments of the system with a very long life time, such as large aquifers and urban structures.

We present here a summary of the general findings of these studies at the European scale.

**Reconstituted pristine situations**

The pristine level of nitrogen inputs to river systems corresponds to background nitrogen concentration in runoff water from unperturbed forested areas, plus the input of litter from riparian trees. For a hypothetical pristine, entirely forested Seine watershed, Billen et al. (2007) estimated this to be 120–300 kgN/km²/yr. The corresponding delivery at the outlet of the drainage network was in the range 60–150 kgN/km²/yr according to hydrological conditions. Similarly, Thieu et al. (2010) calculated values in the range 50–250 kgN/km²/yr for the pristine state of the Seine, Somme and Scheldt rivers. These figures are consistent with the value of 228 kgN/km²/yr found above for the y intercept of delivery vs NANI (Figure 13.8, relation 13.11). They are also close to the values reported for present delivery rates of Swedish and Finnish rivers (see Table 13.1). Spatially representative long-term databases from 42 unmanaged headwater catchments covered by peatlands and forests showed average long-term N export around 130 kgN/km²/yr (site specific range, 29–230 kgN/km²/yr; Kortelainen et al., 2006) and 140 kgN/km²/yr (site specific range, 77–230 kgN/km²/yr; Mattsson et al., 2003).

Corresponding modelled pristine figures for phosphorus and silica delivery from the Seine, Somme and Scheldt basins are in the range of 8–30 kgP/km²/yr and 350–1500 kgSi/km²/yr (Thieu et al., 2010a, b). Observed phosphorus delivery in boreal Finnish rivers is 2–5 kgP/km²/yr. The average long-term P export from unmanaged Finnish catchments was 5.0 kgP/km²/yr (range, 1.7–15 kgP/km²/yr; Kortelainen et al., 2006) and 5.4 kgP/km²/yr (range, 2.1–18 kgP/km²/yr; Mattsson et al., 2003).

**Preindustrial agricultural systems**

Traditional agricultural practices involved rotation alternating a fallow period and one or two cereal crops, and using manure fertilisation. Estimated nitrogen delivery from landscapes characterised by such agrarian systems varies between 300 and 800 kgN/km²/yr in the Seine basin based on a few available measurements dating back to the nineteenth century (Billen et al., 2007). In an attempt to evaluate the nitrogen delivery from the Seine, Somme and Scheldt basins under a hypothetical scenario with generalised organic farming over their whole agricultural areas, Thieu et al. (2010a, b) obtained figures ranging from 430 to 950 kgN/km²/yr depending on the basin and the hydrology.

Phosphorus release from agricultural soils increased significantly with respect to pristine levels because of higher erosion losses. Direct release of phosphorus from point sources from even small cities also leads to increased phosphorus contamination of surface water. For the Seine watershed, the estimated delivery in the periods preceding the twentieth century was in the range of 15–50 kgP/km²/yr.

The question of the role played by agriculture in increasing silica delivery is still under debate. It was generally assumed that dissolved silica concentration in runoff water, because it originates from rock weathering, only depends on the watershed’s lithology. However, some authors stressed the role of vegetation in a terrestrial silica cycle involving active uptake of silica from soil by plants and release of biogenic silica under the form of phytoliths, the dissolution or erosion of which contributes to the inputs of silica from soils to the surface water. Agriculture could therefore have influenced the diffuse sources of silica to river systems (Conley, 2002; Humborg et al., 2004). Rantakari and Kortelainen (2008) demonstrated that in a randomly selected Finnish lake database, SiO₂ had highest correlation coefficient with TIC and CO₂ in lakes surrounded by peatlands, the relation between SiO₂ and inorganic carbon was less close in lakes surrounded by forests or agricultural land, supporting the important role played by biogenic Si cycling. The decomposition of organic matter produces organic acids and carbon dioxide, both of which enhance weathering and thus SiO₂ concentrations.

**From 1950 to 1985**

In most regions of Europe, the second half of the twentieth century was characterised by both increased urbanisation, often with few wastewater treatment infrastructures, and generalisation of modern agricultural practices with increased use of synthetic fertilisers. In the Seine basin, N delivery peaked in the 1980s at 1500–3000 kgN/km²/yr (according to hydrological conditions). In the Odra river (where low specific discharge is responsible for high retention), Behrendt et al. (2005a) calculated an increase from 270 kgN/km²/yr in 1960 to 595 kgN/km²/yr in 1980.

As far as phosphorus is concerned, this period is also characterised by the substitution of traditional soap products by P-containing washing powders, which led to a fourfold increase in the per capita P release rate in urban wastewater. In the Seine basin, delivery rates as high as 350 kgP/km²/yr were reached at the end of 1980. In the Odra River the increase during the 1960–1980 period was from 20 to 50 kgP/km²/yr.

Silica release from domestic wastewater, although not insignificant (Sferratore et al., 2006), is relatively low with respect to the N and P content of urban wastewater. Moreover, eutrophication of surface water, owing to N and P contamination, often resulted in increased retention of dissolved silica related to a more intense diatom development in rivers. Impoundments of large reservoirs also led to increased silica retention either by algae development and trapping of dissolved silica or biogenic particulate silica produced upstream, or by reducing rock weathering in flooded, former wetlands (Humborg et al., 2004, 2006). As a result, the period of industrialisation and urbanisation of the second half of the twentieth century was characterised by a significant decrease in silica delivery, while N and P fluxes increased tremendously.

**The economic transition of Eastern countries**

The period following the collapse of the former USSR was characterised by major changes in agricultural and industrial activity in all countries of Eastern Europe, resulting in a considerable decrease in fertiliser application and industrial wastewater discharge.
In the Baltic countries (Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania), formerly specialised in cattle farming, import of mineral fertilisers and feedstuff decreased by a factor of 15 between 1987 and 1996, and the livestock was reduced fourfold, decreasing the use of manure. Yet, this dramatic reduction of the intensity of agriculture led to only a slow and limited response in Latvian rivers’ N load, due to the inertia of the soils and aquifer compartments (Stalnacke et al., 2003), while the response in terms of P load was more visible. Similar observations are reported by Behrendt et al. (2005a) for the Odra River.

For the Danube basin, although some disagreement exists on its amplitude, a clear decrease of N and P delivery to the Black Sea was reported in the early 1990s (by 9–23% for N, by 25–35% for P), as a result of decreased diffuse sources and point sources (Behrendt et al., 2005b).

The recent trends

During the past 10–15 years, considerable efforts have been devoted to improving surface water quality in most European countries. This resulted in a spectacular decrease of point inputs of nutrients through wastewater discharge. The effect is particularly striking for phosphorus, as improved wastewater treatment was accompanied by the substitution of polyphosphate as a sequestering agent in washing powders, which resulted in a three- to four-fold reduction of the per capita rate of phosphorus release in domestic wastewater. Tertiary treatment of nitrogen in wastewater purification plants is also in progress, particularly in northern European countries.

Diffuse inputs of nutrients by agriculture, however, are still at a high level, in spite of the agro-environmental measures advocated by most European Water Authorities. The inertia of soil and aquifer reservoirs, mentioned above, is here added to the conservatism of many components of the socio-economic agricultural sphere.

As a result, phosphorus delivery is rapidly decreasing at the outlet of most European rivers, while nitrogen delivery is still increasing or at best levelling off (Figure 13.14).

13.5 The estuarine filter

13.5.1 Typology of European estuaries

Before reaching the sea, the flux of nutrients delivered at river outlets has to cross their estuarine zones, which are often biogeochemically very active systems. The different coastal systems of Europe, however, offer a wide range of estuarine types, differing in their filtering effect for riverine nutrients. Meybeck and Dürr (2009) have proposed a typology of estuaries, based on coastal morphology, tidal influence and freshwater discharge, distinguishing (i) fjords and fjärds (deep glacial valleys filled with marine water, but where snow melt leads to rapid transit of surface freshwater to the coastal zone), (ii) rias (drowned river valleys, dominated by seawater dynamics), (iii) macrotidal estuaries (where the tidal circulation gives rise to the development of a turbidity maximum zone), (iv) deltas (prograding wedges of sediment at the river mouth with restricted entrance of seawater) and (v) lagoons (littoral shallow brackish ponds with permanent or temporary sea water exchange). Karstic areas are characterised by direct inputs of groundwater to the sea. Figure 13.15 shows the dominant types of estuaries along the coasts of Europe.

13.5.2 Estuarine nutrient retention

Estuarine nutrient processing is highly varied and too few studies are available to make any generalising quantitative statement on the filtering effect of estuaries on riverine nutrient fluxes. Figure 13.16 summarises a number of European case studies where the retention of the land-based nitrogen loading during the transit through the estuarine zones has been evaluated. These studies highlight the effect of residence time on overall retention. Nixon et al. (1996) proposed a relationship similar to that proposed by Kelly et al. (1987) for lakes, relating N retention during estuarine transit to depth and residence time; this relationship fits generally well with the data assembled for European estuaries (Figure 13.16).
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Those estuarine systems where substantial nitrogen processing is occurring, including nitrification and denitrification, are often characterised by N₂O concentrations far above saturation, indicating that they act as a source for this greenhouse gas. This has been observed in the Tamar (Law et al., 1992), the Humber (Barnes and Owens, 1998), the Rhone (Pettine et al., 1998; El-Habr and Golterman, 1987), the Oder (Pastuszak et al., 2002), the Seine (Garnier et al., 2006), and the Scheldt (Billen et al., 1985), the Tyne and Tweed (Ahad et al., 2006), and the Arcachon lagoon (DeWit et al., 2005).

13.6 Nitrogen delivery and coastal eutrophication

13.6.1 Coastal eutrophication in European coastal waters

Riverine delivery considerably affects (positively or negatively) the ecological functioning of coastal marine ecosystems, as it most often represents the major source of new nutrients for primary production.

Satellite determination of coastal marine algal biomass have been available since the early 2000s, based on the radiometric observation of changes of seawater colour from blue to green as the chlorophyll concentration increases. A composite image of chlorophyll distribution in European coastal zones is shown as an example in Figure 13.17. The conversion of the optical signal to in situ pigment concentration relies on the calibration of algorithms which are highly dependent on the presence of various organic and inorganic constituents of seawater and can lead to severe overestimation of actual biomass (Darecki and Stramski, 2004). Qualitatively, however, Figure 13.17 clearly shows the effect of riverine nutrient discharge on algal biomass distribution in European coastal zones.

In and of itself, this enhancement of primary producer biomass would not be a problem, if it were not often accompanied by profound changes in the structure of the food webs and a decline of zooplankton grazing and commercial fish production (Vasas et al., 2007), as well as by diverse harmful manifestations such as organic matter accumulation, toxin production, anoxia, etc. A detailed account of the problems related to coastal eutrophication is provided by Voss et al. (2011, Chapter 8, this volume).
Comparing indicators and observation of coastal eutrophication

Ignoring the role played by the estuarine filter on riverine nutrient delivery, the data gathered in Table 13.5 can be compared with the available observations of coastal eutrophication along European coastlines (Figure 13.18).

On the basis of the N/P ratio of nutrient river loading calculated in Table 13.5, phosphorus presently appears as the potentially limiting nutrient in most coastal areas, except in the Aegean Sea, where phosphorus loading is still extremely high. This situation is recent and contrasts with that of the 1980s when, owing to much higher P loading, nitrogen was likely to be the limiting nutrient in most European coastal areas (see Section 13.4.3 and Figure 13.14). Note that the Gulf of Finland, as well as many other areas of the Baltic Sea, are still regarded as N-limited for most of the growth period (Graneli et al., 1990; Tamminen and Andersen, 2007). P limitation increases towards the north in the Gulf of Bothnia (Tamminen and Andersen, 2007). Admittedly, the N/P calculation based on riverine deliveries does not take into account the effect of the biogeochemical processes in receiving coastal waters (sedimentation, denitrification, sediment release). Thus, in the Baltic Sea these processes tend to shift the ratios from estuarine P towards N limitation in the open sea (Pitkänen and Tamminen, 1995; Tamminen and Andersen, 2007).

The ICEP shows negative values (whether it is estimated on the basis of N or P) in the Arctic coastal zones as well as in the northern Baltic. Positive ICEP values are reached in the southern Baltic, as well as in the North Sea and along most Atlantic coasts. In the Mediterranean, positive ICEP values are observed in rivers flowing into the Adriatic and Tyrrenian seas. The western Black Sea coast is also characterised by high ICEP values.

The distribution of European coastal areas designated as subject to the risk of eutrophication in the discussion above fits well with the observations of eutrophication problems, although the manifestations of eutrophication might be quite different depending on the local physiographical and hydrological conditions.
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conditions: blooms of toxic algae, as in the Seine Bight (Cugier et al., 2005) and in the Baltic (Hansson, 2008; HELCOM, 2009), massive development of mucilaginous, unpalatable, algal species in the North Sea (Lancelot et al., 1987, 2005, 2007), the Black Sea (Cociasu et al., 1996) and the Adriatic Sea (Marchetti, 1991), deposition of increasing amounts of organic material resulting in anoxic bottom waters as in the northern Adriatic (Justic, 1991), Danish coastal waters (Babenerd, 1990) and Baltic coastal zones (HELCOM, 2009).

In Brittany and on the other Atlantic coasts, the very rapid dilution of fresh water masses due to tidal currents often prevents the development of dense planktonic blooms. Eutrophication is mainly apparent from the development of benthic macro algae close to the coast, although development of toxic dinoflagellate blooms might also be a problem during summer when the water column is stratified.

The continental coastal zone of the English Channel and the North Sea, from Normandy to the Danish coast, is one of the more severely eutrophicated areas in the world, with the occurrence of heavy blooms of Phaeocystis globosa colonies every spring, responsible for the accumulation of mucus foam on the beaches (Lancelot, 1995). Marine ecological model simulations constrained by river nutrient load simulations suggest that the maximum biomass reached by Phaeocystis increased three-fold from 1950 to 1990 and has now decreased by about 20% (Lancelot et al., 2007).

The Baltic Sea is a nearly enclosed brackish-water area, with seawater renewal occurring through the narrow Danish Straits and Sound areas linking the Baltic to the North Sea. Major inflows of seawater have only occurred rarely in recent decades, leaving the water in the deeper basins without a renewal of oxygen. Salinity stratification, small water volume and long residence time are the main physical reasons for the sensitivity of the Baltic Sea to eutrophication (Leppäranta and Myrberg, 2009). The sea is heavily impacted by nutrient loading and anoxic conditions promoting release of inorganic phosphorus from the sediments (Pitkänen et al., 2001). The impacts of eutrophication are manifested as various symptoms such as increased nutrient concentrations and phytoplankton biomass, oxygen deficiency and elimination of benthic fauna, as well as frequent blooms of filamentous cyanobacteria (Lundberg, 2005).

The northwestern Adriatic Sea, subject to the inputs of the Po River, also suffers from the development of non-siliceous algae leading to the production of mucilaginous substances. Detection of organic-walled dinoflagellate on sediment cores revealed a clear shift to eutrophication conditions from 1930 onwards, reaching a peak in the 1960–1980 period. Subsequently, eutrophication levels decreased, although dinocyst diversity suggests that the ecosystem has not completely recovered (Sangiorgi and Donders, 2004).

The western coast of the Black Sea has been experiencing a severe process of degradation since the early 1960s. From a diverse ecosystem with rich ecological resources, it evolved into a low biodiversity zone where jellyfish and ctenophores replaced zooplankton–fish food chains. An almost total collapse of fisheries occurred in the late 1980s (Mee, 1992; Lancelot et al., 2002). The considerably reduced Danube nutrient discharge over the past 15 years, following the collapse of industry and agriculture in the former Soviet countries of the Danube catchment area, however, induced a trend towards restoration of the marine ecosystem. The species diversity of macrozoobenthos has increased since 1996 in front of the Danube delta (Horstmann et al., 2003), but ctenophores and medusa still dominate the zooplankton, preventing the full regeneration of fish populations.
13.7 Conclusions

Urbanisation and the spread of industrial fertilisation techniques in agriculture in most European territories have led to an unprecedented opening of the nitrogen cycle which resulted in increased inputs of reactive nitrogen to watersheds. Compared with the background pristine inputs of N through natural biological fixation and atmospheric deposition (460–1800 ktonN/yr, based on the figures compiled by Cleveland, 1999), net anthropogenic inputs of reactive nitrogen to EU27 (21 540 ktonN/yr) are two to ten times higher.

A fraction of only about 20% of these inputs ultimately reaches the outlet of the hydrographic network of large river systems, while both landscape and aquatic processes contribute to retention of the remaining 80% of anthropogenic inputs. Landscape processes include storage of nitrogen in the soil organic matter pool and in the groundwater. This is temporary storage, which simply confers a great inertia of the response of riverine delivery to changes in diffuse inputs: depending on the residence time of nitrogen in these reservoirs, the reaction to any change in land use and agricultural practices in terms of nitrogen flux at the basin outlet can be delayed by several decades. Soil and riparian zone denitrification are other processes contributing substantially to landscape retention; the elimination of nitrate by this pathway unfortunately is accompanied by harmful emissions of N₂O. In-stream nitrogen retention processes are dominated by benthic denitrification both in the river bed and in small water storage structures such as ponds and shallow reservoirs. This process also leads to N₂O emissions, however. The relative role played by lakes in terms of N retention within watersheds is important: two major processes involved are denitrification and sedimentation. Wastewater treatment must be considered a retention process when it involves specific processes for N elimination, most often through denitrification, accompanied, once again, by N₂O emissions.

In spite of these effective retention mechanisms, many of which can still be improved by suitable management, nitrogen delivery to coastal systems at the European scale, now totally 4750 ktonN/yr, increased more than fourfold with respect to the pristine state, and approximately threefold with respect to the pre-1950 situation.

At the same time, phosphorus delivery increased, but is now decreasing again close to preindustrial levels, owing to effective P abatement measures in urban wastewater purification implemented in most European countries. Silica delivery, on the other hand, is decreasing due to both reduced rock weathering and enhanced retention in watersheds, mostly linked to dam construction (Humborg et al., 2008).

The consequence of these changes is that the riverine input of nutrients to the coastal zones, which used to be a major factor contributing to the richness of these areas providing most of the fish catch, is now largely imbalanced, resulting in severe eutrophication problems. Particularly affected are the south-eastern continental coast of the North Sea, the Baltic Sea (except the Gulf of Bothnia), the coasts of Brittany, the Adriatic Sea and the western Black Sea coastal area.

Better knowledge and understanding of the processes leading to retention and elimination of reactive nitrogen once introduced within watersheds would certainly allow better management of land- and waterscapes with the objective of reducing the N fluxes transferred to the sea and to the atmosphere as reactive species. However, whatever the potential of such management measures, there will be no other choice for durably improving the situation than reducing the anthropogenic nitrogen load, through changes in agriculture, human diet and other nitrogen flows related to modern human activity.
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